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In supersQssion to the illstructions contained in tlds office letters of even number
dated 22.11.2006 and 14.2.2007, Ministry of Railways have decided that languages
to be used; on destination boardsl belly boards on, SLRs should bE! Hindi, English
and the regional language(s) of the train originating station and train terminating
station in case these, or anyone of these, are different from Hindi. This should be
done.in tile manner described below:

a) For each rake. the regional languages pertaining to originating fmd terminating
stations of the ,trains served bylhat rake should be identified, It may be noted
that there could be several such regional languages pertaining to a rake. For
eX8mple, a rake working as one train from Trivandrum to Chennai and
thereafter as another train from Chennai to Mumbai will have three such
regiorallanguages namely, Malyalam, Tamil and Marathi. Once these regional
languages have been identified the destination boards on the rake may use
these regional languages and English in a rotational manner on one destination
board ion each side of coach, and the other 'destination board on each side
should be in Hindi. '

In other words, in the above-mentioned example, one coach will have one
deslin:,3tion board each in Hindi and English or: each of its sides, the second
coach' will have one destination board each on either side in Hindi and
Malya;am, the third coach will have one destination board each'on either side in
Hindi and Tamil, the fourth coach will have one destination, board each on
either side in Hindi and Marathi; and repeated ion sUbsequen~ coaches in the
same manner. \

t

b) On belly boards, which have larger area as compared to destination boards
information should bein all concerned languages (in the above example Hindi,
English, Malyalam, Tamil and Marathi).

c) Font size of different languages used should be same.

2. Implementation of these instructions will require preparation of destination boards
etc. in several'languages including those not commonly used in, area where the
rake is based for primary maintenance. To facilitate implementation of this policy,
Railways may have screen printed st.ickers of proper size and with good quality
'(water proof) adhesives prepared in adequate numbers in con'cerned languages
and use them on destination boards etc.



3. Coaching depot in-charges may be authorized to incur expenditure for this purpose.
This isslJe~ with the concurrence of Finance.Directorate of Ministry of Railways.. ~/u/

(Niraj K.umar) "
Exec. Dir.Mech.Engg.(Chg.)
~·1C· Railway Board

Illustration of the hypothetical case described in para J ja"labove:-
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Copy to:
i) ED/CAMTECH/Gwalior - for suitably incorporating lhese instructions in

coaching maintenance manual.
ii) DG(Carr.)/RDSO/LKO - for information .

Hi) Dir/IRIMEE/Jamalpur

t~ (OL)/Railway Board·
ii) EDF(~)IIRailway Board


